
We must learn from our past in order to make our future better: Year 10 

Intent:  
Our students explore a knowledge rich curriculum embedded with sources and interpretations. Students will build an 
appreciation of culture and traditions and how history has forged the present day. Students will look at the significance of 
events through time including the Norman conquest of 1066, the landscape of Medieval England, the reign of Henry 8th, the 
abolishment of the slave trade, the impact of the British Empire on the world. The knowledge rich curriculum helps students 
become analytical thinkers who have the confidence to question the world around them. Where possible, local History will 
help them understand their local community. Their History vocabulary will be rich, allowing them to make sense of what 
they hear, read and encounter in the world. As a result they can stand in any circle with confidence. 

 

Sequencing: 
We have ensured that the core skill of writing IDEA paragraphs (Identify, Describe, Explain, Assess) is embedded throughout 
the year, as this is the most skill for A level History and beyond. Question-specific practice is taught consistently across the 

academic year, with technique taught in-line with the various question formats that appear in the Edexcel history GCSE 
specification. 

Assessments: 
At the end of every term there is a formal assessment with three sections. Section A; multiple choice questions to assess 

knowledge. Section B; source and interpretations questions. Section C; essay style question. These assessments are 
interleaved and are exam questions from Edexcel GCSE papers.  

Term Enquiry questions/content Skills students need to master: Framed 
task 

Autumn 
1 

Plains Indian Life 
Content: 
• The Sioux Tribe and way of life 
• Native American Conflict with White 

migrants 
 

-Practicing IDEA paragraph writing structure  
-Developing an understanding of “narrative account” 
questions.  
-Developing an understanding “Consequence of…” GCSE 
exam questions. 
- Developing an understanding of answering 
“Importance of…” GCSE exam questions 

Lesson _  
 
 
Assessment 

Autumn 
2 

Movement West 
Content 
• The settling of the plains by US 

Government 
• The Indian Wars 
• US government Policy 

-Practicing IDEA paragraph writing structure  
-Developing an understanding of “narrative account” 
questions  
-Developing an understanding “Consequence of…” GCSE 
exam questions. 
- Developing an understanding of answering 
“Importance of…” GCSE exam questions 

Lesson _  
 
 
Assessment 

Spring 1 Weimar Germany 
Content: 

• The creation and ultimate failure of 
the Post WW1 Weimar Republic 

• The emergence of the Nazi party, 
and the rise of Hitler as its leader 

-Practicing IDEA paragraph writing structure  
- Using Sources to develop inference skills in preparation 
for GCSE exams 
- Analysing interpretations of history, and unpicking the 
meaning and context that shaped them.  

Lesson _  
 
 
Assessment 

Spring 2 Nazi Germany 
Content:  

• How the Nazi Party came to power, 
and how Hitler became Fuhrer 

• Life in Nazi Germany 

-Practicing IDEA paragraph writing structure  
- Using Sources to develop inference skills in preparation 
for GCSE exams 
- Analysing interpretations of history, and unpicking the 
meaning and context that shaped them.  

Lesson _  
 
 
Assessment 

Summer 
1 

Elizabethan life 
Content: 
• Queen, government and religion: 

How Elizabeth dealt with threats to 
her supremacy. 

• Challenges to Elizabeth at home and 
abroad 

 

-Practicing IDEA paragraph writing structure  
- Preparing to answer “Describe two features of…” GCSE 
exam question 
- Preparing to answer “Explain why…” GCSE exam 
question 
- Preparing to answer “How far do you agree?” GCSE 
exam question 

Lesson _  
 
 
Assessment 

Summer 
2 

Elizabethan Life // Consolidation 
Content: 

EOY exam:  
- IDEA practice 

Lesson _  
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Elizabethan society in the Age of 
exploration 
 

- Cross-paper exam skills preparation 
 
 

 
EOY exam 

 


